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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Linguistic descriptions of natural languages routinely face the necessity to draw 
distinctions between different lexical classes-such as Latinate versus native roots 
in English, to which affixes like noun-forming -ation are sensitive ([lat varilation, 
but * [nat buril ation, etc.; see Ito and Mester 1995b:818 for relevant examples from a 
variety of different languages). Details vary from language to languag~, but the 
basic observation is the same: Not all morphemes participate in the major mor
phological and phonological processes to the same degree. 

The status of such morpheme classes, or lexical strata, in the synchronic 
grammar has long been a controversial issue in linguistics, and the Japanese lan
guage has played a key role in these discussions, partially because lexical class 
distinctions are so prominent here and so clearly visible, even in the writing system. 
The examples in (1) (from Ito and Mester 2003:122) illustrate the phenomenon with 
the perhaps most well-known case of this kind in Japanese, where native mor
phemes undergo a widespread morphophonemic process of compound voicing 
(rendaku), but nonnative morphemes (both Sino-Japanese items and Western 
loans) do not. 1 

In: S. Miyagawa and M. Saito eds., Handbook of Japanese Linguistics, 
Oxford, Oxford University Press, 84-106 
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Native morphemes: Nonnative morphemes: 

Compound voicing No compound voicing 

a. kane nise-gane kin nise-kin 
, 
money' 'counterfeit money' 

, 
money' 

, 
counterfeit money' 

b. tana garasu-dana keesu garasu-keesu 

'shelf' 'glass shelf' 
, 
case' 'glass case' 

With the shift in phonology from a rule-based derivational framework to a 
system of ranked and violable constraints that came with the rise of Optimality 
Theory (OT), a new perspective on this topic has developed in recent years. 
We here take up some of the issues connected with this change in theoretical 
focus, some of its theoretical consequences, and its empirical predictions and 

. problems. 
Ito and Mester 1995a, with further development in Fukazawa 1998 and Ito and 

Mester 1999, among others, argue that the distinguishing formal property oflexical 
strata in an optimality-theoretic grammar is stratum-specific faithfulness ranking, 
within an otherwise invariant hierarchy of markedness constraints (see Inkelas, 
Orgun, and Zoll 1997, Pater 2000, and Anttila 2002 for interesting alternative 
proposals sharing the same basic approach). The result is a containment hierarchy of 
inventories of the kind depicted in (2): The more markedness constraints are active 
on a given stratum (by dominating stratum-specific faithfulness), the more struc
tures are ruled out, and the smaller the inventory associated with the stratum . 

...... ---------- ............. ., -::' .. ::-:"............................................... -" 
/ (.... Ml »F -A »M2» M3 » F ~B":I» M4» Ms» F -C »)M6 '" '. "., "':':';''';';';'''-':':';' :.:.:. ................................... :;r ____ / 

------.7'· -- / 
A: full inventory . / 

, ....................... ~ ......................................... I. ............. . 
only MJ active ~ B: subinventory /! 

~ ~ ! : 1-------. i M], M 2, M3 active C: smallest subinventory 
i I I 

_______ J 

The empirical interest of nested inventory structures as in (2) lies in the fact that 
they seem to provide good models for the vocabularies of natural languages, which 
can in many cases be shown to be organized in this way. This is shown in (3), which 
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summarizes some of our main findings for the lexicon of Japanese: The Yamato 
(native) inventory is the most restrictive, observing all three constraints relating to 
voicing; Sino-Japanese items are exempt from the postnasal voicing requirement 
and fall into two subcategories, depending on whether they observe compound 
voicing; and the Foreign vocabulary is exempt from all three constraints. 

(3) Foreign Sino- Sino- Yamato 
Japanese Japanese 
A B 

a.OCP(vor) No Yes Ycs Yes Observes multiple 
obstruent voicing 
ban 

b. REALIZE- No No Yes Yes Here: realizes 
M(ORPHEME) compound voicing 

morpheme 

c. No-N<; No No No Yes Observes postnasal 
voicing requirement 

Containment 

D ~ relations ~ ~ c c 

between the ': :;' i·I;; 

inventories 

4.2 DESCRIPTION OF CORE DATA 

Previewing our main results, grammars that give rise to such nested inventory 
structures have a stratally differentiated faithfulness component of the kind given 
in (4) for Japanese, where we write F for foreign, SJ for Sino-Japanese, CSJ for 
Cominon Sino-Japanese, and Y for Yamato or native. 

(4) IDENT» OCP» IDENT» REALIZE» IDENT» No» IDENT» No 

-F (VOl) -SJ -MORPHEME -CSJ -N<; -Y -VOlOBS 

That OCP(VOl) is active on Y-morphemes and SJ-morphemes is shown in (5a,b),2 
whereas F-morphemes are free to have two voiced obstruents (5C). 

(5) a. tako 
, 
octopus 

, 
*dago 

toge 
, 
splinter' *doge 

geta 'clog' *geda 
b. getu 

, 
month' *gedzu 

geki 'theater' *gegi 
doku 'poison' *dogu 
butu 'thing' *budzu 
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c. daburu 'double' 
baggu 'bag 

, 

bebii 'baby' 
baabekyuu 'barbecue' 

Although (sa,b) suggest that markedness is active-schematically, MARK»FAITH
this is contradicted by (sc). Stratal faithfulness means that, instead of a whole-scale 
deactivation of markedness (FAITH» MARK), we find only partial deactivation: FAITH
IX»MARK»FAITH, with undifferentiated faithfulness remaining in its dominated 
position. This crucially requires the existence of a lexical class r:x (here, foreign 
items) that is recognizable for the learner by a combination of properties, including 
both phonotactics and morpheme combinatorics (native stems mostly combining 
with native suffixes, etc.). The extent to which the behavior of novel forms can be 
predicted on the basis of their shape alone is unclear (see Pierrehumbert 2006 for a 
case of statistical predictability involving velar softening in English; see also Pater 
200S for an explicit procedure for constructing such indexed constraints on the 
basis of universal constraints in the course of learning). For the present case, this 
means high-ranking faithfulness IDENT-F for F-items dominates OCP(vor): 

(6) IDENT-F» OCP(vor) » IDENT 

This ranking allows for double voiced obstruency in F-indexed items such as daburu 

'double', but for a hypothetical input Idogul not indexed for F (and ultimately, 
within the fully developed stratal system, indexed for SJ or Y) and hence subject to 
general faithfulness, the grammar takes corrective action and outputs a less marked 
structure (either doku or togu, depending on the verdict of other constraints). 

(7) a. daburu' double' 

/daburu/p IVENT-F OCP(vor) IVENT 

~ daburu * 

taburu *! * 

b. Hypothetical input Idogul 

/dogu/Y/SJ IVENT-F OCP(vor) IVENT 

dogu *! 

~ doku * 

~ togu * 

toku **! 
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The next constraint to consider is No-N<;':, which militates against sequences 
consisting of nasals followed by voiceless obstruents. As (8) shows, it is active on Y
items (8a) (No-N<;,:» IDENT-we take Y-items to be associated with unindexed 10-
Faithfulness, unless there is a specific reason to introduce a specific IDENT-y),3 but 
not on SJ- or F-items (8b,c) (IDENT-F, IDENT-SJ » No-N<;,:). 

(8) a. tonbo 'dragonfly' *tonpo 
kangae 'thought' *kankae 
cf. voicing alternations such as: 
Iyom+tel ---t [yonde 1 'read' -GERUND 
Iyom+tal ---t [yondal 'read' -PAST 
Iyom+taral ---t [yondaral 'read' -CONDITIONAL 
Iyom+taril ---t [yondaril 'read' -NONEXHAUSTIVE LISTING 

b. gen+ki 'health(y), 
kan+koo 'sightseeing' 
den+pa . 'electric wave' 
san+po 'walk' 
sen+soo 

, 
war 

, 

han+too 'peninsula' 
c. .panku 

, 
puncture, flat tire 

, 

torankiraizaa 'tranquilizer' 
syanpuu 'shampoo' 
konpyuutaa 'computer' 
konsaato 'concert' 
sentaa 

, 
center 

, 

bentyaa 
, 
venture (firm)' 

This means that a new species of stratified faithfulness, IDENT-SJ, has 
emerged out of general IDENT and lodges above No-N<;,:, preserving the relations 
encoded in (6); that is, beneath OCP(vor) (different from IDENT-F). The 
new sub grammar obtained is (9), where the box encloses the newly added con
straints. 

(9) IDENT-F» OCP(VOI)»IIDENT-SJ>> NO-N<;I» IDENT 

The tableaux in (10) illustrate how this grammar segregates Y-, SJ-, and F-itcms, 
respectively. 

(10) a. sinde 'die-GERUND' 

Isin-te/y IDENT-F IDENT-Sf No-NC; IDENT 

sinte *l 

~ sinde * 

-----------------------------
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b. kankoo 'sightseeing' 

IkankoolSJ IDENT-F IDENT-Sj No-NC; IDENT 

~ kankoo * 

kangoo *! * 

c. sentaa 'center' 

IsentaalF IDENT-F IDENT-Sj No-NC; IDENT 

~ sentaa * 

sendaa *! * 

It is often seen as a problem for lexical strata that their boundaries are fuzzy. 
Nativization ofloanwords is a gradual affair, which makes it difficult to draw a clear 
line in the lexicon to separate native from nonnative items. In Japanese, a well
known problem of this kind arises in connection with the distribution of 
compound voicing, usually considered to be restricted to Yamato items. We here 
assume a basic analysis developed elsewhere (Ito and Mester 1986, 2003) that un
derstands compound voicing as the manifestation of a grammatical linking mor
pheme (Jori+R[voil+kamil ---+ [origamil 'paper folding', etc.) whose realization is 
governed by the constraint REALIZE-M(ORPHEME). Lack of compound voicing in 
SJ-items means that REALIZE-M is dominated by IDENT-SJ, as in (11), preventing a 
change in the voicing feature. Illustrative examples appear in (12). 

(11) IDENT-F» OCP(VOI) »IIDENT-SJ» REALIZE-M,INO-N<;; »IDENT 

(12) a. sinbun haitatu 'newspaper delivery' 

Isinbun +R+ haitatulsJ OCP(vor) IDENT-Sj REALIZE-M IDENT 

~ sinbun haitatu * 

sinbun baitatu *! * 

b. ike bana 'flower arrangement' 

like +R+ hanaly OCP(vor) IDENT-Sj REALIZE-M IDENT 

ike hana *! 

~ ike bana * 
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The overall grammar developed so far has the ranking shown in (13). 

(13) IDENT» OCP» IDENT» {REALIZE No }» IDENT» 

-F (VOl) -SJ -MORPHEME, -N<;; -Y 
No 
-VOlOBS 

That we are dealing here with aspects of the synchronic grammar as acquired 
by contemporary speakers, and not just with quasi-sedimentary layers of history 
visible in the vocabulary of the language, is shown by numerous cases where 
lexical class membership diverges from etymological origin. Some examples are 
given in (14). Takayama (1999) argues that such native look-alikes are phono
tactically indistinguishable from Y-morphemes and have, in fact, changed stratal 
membership. 

(14) Nonnative undergoers of compound voicing 
a. Older Western loans: iroha garuta 'syllabary playing cards' (karuta), ama 

gappa 'rain cape' (kappa) 
b. Loans from Chinese: no giku 'wild chrysanthemum' (kiku), tya gasi 'tea 

sweets' (kasi) 
c. Recent Western loans: take zukii4 'bamboo skis' (sukii) 

But lexical distinctions are more fine-grained than whole-scale nativization, and it 
is an important test for any model whether it provides enough flexibility to draw all 
the necessary distinctions. The grammar in (13) makes a clear prediction: A further 
stratal distinction could in principle be made by faithfulness ranking between the 
(so far unranked) constraints REALIZE-MORPHEME and No-N<;;. 

It is therefore of great interest that this is precisely what we find: a class of Sino
Japanese items in everyday use (some examples are given in (15)) that have become 
nativized enough to undergo compound voicing but are still special in other 
respects, as seen by the fact that they fail to conform to N 0-N <;; . 

(15) kenka 
, 
quarrel' oyako-genka 

, 
parent-child quarrel' 

tansu 'drawers' yoohuku-dansu 'drawers for clothes' 
kaisya 

, 
company' zidoosya-gaisya 

, 
car company 

, 

hootyoo 
, 
carver' deba-bootyoo 'pointed carver' 

toohu 'tofu' yu-doohu 'hot tofu' 
husoku 'lack' ne-busoku 'lack of sleep' 
kotatu 'table warmer' denki-gotatu 'electric table warmer' 

Takayama (1999) argues that these items belong to a separate substratum, here 
referred to as Common Sino-Japanese (CSJ). The final version of the grammar is 
given in (16), where faithfulness is fully distributed over the markedness hierarchy. 

(16) 

IDENT» OCP» IDENT» REALIZE» IDENT» No »IDENT» No 

-F (VOl) -SJ -M -CSJ -N<; -Y -VOlOBS 

Partial nativization phenomena and transitional strata therefore provide important 
support for this model. 
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4.3 CONTROVERSIES REGARDING 

ANALYSIS 

Recent work on lexical classes in phonology, spurred, in part, by the detailed 

analyses and proposals regarding the Japanese lexicon, has led to fresh questions 
and various types of inquiries. These range from the specific formal im
plementation within Optimality Theory to the implications of such a system in the 
broader arena of linguistic inquiry including psycholinguistic studies, language 
acquisition, and diachronic change. We here briefly take up some of the issues that 
have received most attention .. 

4.3.1 Indexed Faithfulness versus Co-grammars 

The formal expression of lexical classes by means of indexed faithfulness, motivated 
in some detail in the previous section, is based on Correspondence Theory 

(McCarthy and Prince 1995). Lexical strata result from splitting up individual con
straints into stratum-specific indexed versions (Fukazawa 1998; Ito and Mester 1999, 
2003; Pater 2000, among others). Besides this correspondence-theoretic version, an 
alternative formal implementation within OT is the "co-grammar" approach ad
vocated by a number of researchers including Anttila 2002, Inkelas, Orgun, and Zoll 

1997, and Ito and Mester 1995b. In this view, lexical strata result from a class of slightly 
different stratum-specific grammars (co-grammars), with different rankings of 
constraints, which collectively form a family of grammars. This is illustrated in (17) 
for the body of data discussed in the previous section. Instead of a single grammar 
(see (16)) with multiple indexed faithfulness constraints, there are multiple co

grammars with a single but differently ranked faithfulness constraint. 

(17) Multiple co-grammars with a single faithfulness constraint: 

Co-grammar 1 (Y) Co-grammar 2 (CSJ) Co-grammar 3 (SJ) Co-grammar 4 (F) 

i IDENT 

I 
OCP(VOI) OCP(VOI) OCP(VOI) OCP(VOI) 

I 
IDENT 

I 
REALIZE- REALIZE- REALIZE- REALIZE-
MORPHEME MORPHEME MORPHEME MORPHEME 

I 
IDENT 

I 
No-NC; NO-Ny NO-Ny No-Ny 

I 
IDENT 

i 
I 

NOVOICEDOBS NOVOICEDOBS NOVOICEDOBS NOVOICEDOBS 
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For a co-grammar approach to be a viable alternative to the single-grammar 
approach, it would be necessary to flesh out the theory in more detail so that 
questions regarding the extent to which co-phonologies differ and how they in
teract can be answered (for proposals along these lines, see Orgun 1996). Which 
constraints can be reranked? The co-grammars in (17) only rerank faithfulness 
constraints (a proposal first made in Ito and Mester 1995b on the basis of other 
facts in Japanese), but is this a necessity? How are forms composed of morphemes 
from different strata evaluated? Stratal organization of the lexicon does not mean 
stratal uniformity of morphological structures. For example, for a compound form 
like [supootu dayoril 'sports tidings', co-grammar 4 would have to deal with the 
first member from the Foreign stratum, and co-grammar 1 would have to deal with 
the second member from the Yamato stratum. Which co-grammar would deal 
with the accentuation of the entire compound? These are implementation ques
tions that can no doubt be resolved, but it remains true that these complications do 
not arise in the single model grammar. 

4.3.2 Indexed Faithfulness versus Indexed Markedness 

Closely related questions arise in the single grammar model in connection with the 
concept of indexation itself, however. In the model presented in the previous 
section and argued for in more detail in Ito and Mester 2003 and earlier work based 
on Japanese phonology, indexation of constraints is restricted to faithfulness 
constraints, but it is an open question whether indexation is also an option for 
markedness constraints. Should indexation be available to both faithfulness and 
markedness or to only one or the other type of constraint? Restrictiveness demands 
that we consider this question carefully and not automatically adopt the most 
permissive approach without argument. Several researchers have taken the position 
that it is not always possible to capture all the facts with one type or the other. Thus 
Pater (2000) has argued that both types of indexed constraints are necessary to 
capture the details of secondary stresses in English (see also Anttila 2002 on Finnish 
and Anttila and Cho 1998 on English). However, if indexation is restricted to a 
certain type of constraint in some way, does the restriction follow from something 
else in the theory? 

Stepping back from the pros and cons that arise from the-real or apparent
descriptive necessities raised by particular phenomena, we focus here on some of 
the basic implications of a stratal faithfulness approach versus a stratal markedness 
approach for the overall theory. To take a simple example, consider the well
known palatalization in Japanese of coronal plosives and fricatives before [i], 
which applies to native and nativized words (mat-i-masu -t matf-i-masu 'wait, 
polite present') but not to recent loanwords (paatii -t *paatfii 'party'). The con
straints and rankings necessary for the two approaches are given in (18) and (19), 
using "PAL" as an informal abbreviation for the well-known constraint demanding 
palatalization of coronals before high front vowels. 
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(18) Indexed faithfulness: 
IDENT-Ioan)} PAL» IDENT 

(19) Indexed markedness: 
PAL-native» IDENT )} PAL 

In the indexed faithfulness approach (18), the general faithfulness constraint IDENT 
ranked below the markedness constraint PAL ensures palatalization in the (un
marked) native items, whereas the special (indexed) faithfulness constraint ranked 
above PAL prohibits palatalization for the loan items. However, in the indexed 
markedness approach (19), the special (indexed) markedness constraint PAL ranked 
above faithfulness ensures palatalization in native items, whereas the general 
markedness PAL ranked below faithfulness is unable to enforce palatalization 
outside of the native stratum. Although both approaches capture this simple pal
atalization case, some considerations militate against the idea of indexed mark
edness. First, faithfulness constraints have two arguments-an input and an 
output-so indexation to certain classes of inputs is a natural development. This is 
not so for markedness constraints, which apply strictly to outputs. Second, re
lativization of markedness to a specific domain raises the possibility of templatic 
constraints, such as NOCODA/REDUPLICANT, and thereby the specter of patho
logical backcopying (McCarthy and Prince 1999:258-267), with mouse reduplicated 
as mou-mou through a ranking such as NOCODA/RED, MAX-BR » MAX-IO )} No
CODA (see Ito and Mester 1999:90-91 for a fuller development of these two points). 
Third, indexed markedness constraints resurrect the language-particular processes 
of rule-based phonology (McCawley 1968, Chomsky and Halle 1968, among others) 
where "palatalization" is earmarked to apply only to [+native] forms: t[ +na
native] ~ tJ I _i. Abolishment of language-particular processes is an important 
achievement of OT; their reintroduction as ranked constraints must raise theo
retical concerns. Finally, indexed faithfulness treats ("native") palatalization before 
[i] as the general case, which contrasts with ("foreign") nonpalatalization as the 
special case. This is just the opposite of the special-general relation with indexed 
markedness, which singles out palatalization before [i] as the special case. The latter 
is odd because such palatalization is the unmarked situation, universally and in 
each individual language. Indexed markedness turns this state of affairs on its head. 

4.3.3 Indexed Faithfulness and Default M»F Ranking 

Stratification is one way of maintaining a version ofthe low (default, dominated) 
position of F even in the face of counterevidence-whenever it is possible to 
confine the counterevidence within a stratum rx whose inhabitants have other 
things in common. Instead of immediately collapsing in the face of anti-M data 
(20a), stratification entails trying out option (20b). 

(20) a. M)} F ~ F )} M 
b. M )} F ~ F-rx )} M )} F 
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This can be seen as an instance of the M » F ranking default (Smolensky 1996), 

available only when the members of stratum .\l have several characteristics in 
common, not just their identical behavior with respect to a single constraint. The 
latter point should follow from the economy considerations concerning the overall 
grammar, and it forestalls the possibility of pseudo-strata (such as *VOIOBS
observing pick vs.*VOIOBs-violating pig in English). 

4.3.4 Indexed Faithfulness and Restrictiveness 

It is sometimes said that limiting stratal indexation to faithfulness doesn't amount 
to much because most phonological effects result from interaction of markedness 
with faithfulness. The justification of this criticism is in a sense proportional to the 
power of the faithfulness component-in the extreme case, in a model of OT where 
faithfulness is as fine-grained as markedness, with IDENT [ + F] and IDENT [-F] for 
every imaginable property F, it is indeed fully justified. But such models of OT 
stumble over their own feet for other reasons-a version of OT that reflects 
markedness in a shadow world of faithfulness constraints is redundant and 
problematic, a fallback to rule-based phonology with its structural descriptions 
("markedness") and associated structural changes ("faithfulness"), with "A ---+ B / 
C _ D" translated as "[M] *CAD» [F] *(A---+B)". 

In a theory with general and highly symmetric faithfulness constraints con
fronting highly diversified markedness constraints, one faithfulness constraint 
impinges on many markedness constraints (not just on "its associated M"). Here 
limiting indexation to faithfulness constraints is a genuine restriction because it 
severely limits the set of possible strata in a grammar. Theories with unconstrained 
faithfulness components, though, lead to the proliferation of stratal distinctions 
and are overly powerful on general grounds. 

4.3.5 Loanword Adaptation and Perceptual Assimilation 

This chapter has so far been concerned with questions regarding the formal theory 
of grammar: How does the computational system of an OT -grammar interact with 
a nonhomogeneous lexicon? Loan adaptation provided interesting data for the 
investigation of this question. We now consider some issues concerning the 
relation between the architecture of a (relatively) stable synchronic system of 
lexicon+grammar and the diverse factors involved in loanword adaptation. There 
has been a recent upsurge of work with a somewhat different focus that is concerned 
with the close empirical observation of concrete loanword adaptation processes. 
These kinds of investigations (see Dupoux et al. 1999; Jacobs and Gussenhoven 
2000; Kang 2003; Kenstowicz 2003, 2004; Paradis 1995; Paradis and LaCharite 1997; 

Peperkamp and Dupoux 2003; Silverman 1992; Smith 2006, to appear; Yip 1993, 

2002; among others) are of interest here for what they can tell us about the pho-
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nological component of the grammar and its relation to the perceptual system. This 
literature presents a wide variety of competing claims, from perception-only to 
phonology-only approaches, with various intermediate positions. 

Of particular interest is a recent proposal developed by Peperkamp and Du
poux (2003) that regards all loanword adaptation as perception-based. Consider a 
typical case of loanword adaptation in Japanese-in particular, what has tradi
tionally been analyzed as phonological epenthesis to break up illicit clusters and 
avoid illicit codas. A well-known case often cited in introductory linguistics 
textbooks is the disyllabic English word Christmas becoming pentasyllabic in the 
loanword [.ku.ri.su.ma.su.] in Japanese. 

The perception-only approach claims that Japanese speakers literally hear 
three epenthetic vowels in Christmas-first, by mapping the acoustic input to a 
representation in terms of available native phonetic categories, which do not in
clude [kr], [sm], and [s#] and instead substitute [kur], [sum], and [su#]; and 
second, by subsequently mapping this percept to a full-fledged underlying repre
sentation (UR), with all epenthetic vowels already in place. Under this view, there 
is no phonological process of epenthesis involved; the grammar needs no separate 
stratum for loanwords and no separate faithfulness constraints regulating the 
foreign stratum in the phonology-it's all in the ears ofthe beholder, so to speak. 

It turns out, however, that this claim is not supported by the available evi
dence. It has long been known that native speakers' first language molds not only 
their production but also their perception of unfamiliar sounds and sound com
binations in other languages (in the foundational work of modern phonology, 
Trubetzkoy [1939:47-50] already presents a detailed and insightful analysis of 
relevant examples). In recent psycholinguistic work, this has come to be known as 
"perceptual assimilation" (see Best, McRoberts, and Goodell 2001 and work cited 
there). Speakers ofJapanese are no exception. For example, Japanese phonotactics 
does not admit VCCV sequences like abza (with a first C not a nasal place
assimilated to the second C), whereas French phonotactics does. Both languages 
admit VC[u]CV sequences like ab[ulza. Dupoux et al. (1999) have shown that 
Japanese listeners do much worse than French listeners in discriminating between 
VCCV stimuli and VCr u]CV stimuli. But it is a far cry from this fact to the idea in 
Peperkamp and Dupoux 2003 that the epenthetic vowels in a word like [kur
isumasu] are literally part of the percept when hearing Christmas and become 
automatically part of the UR of the corresponding loanword. 

First, if epenthetic vowels were perceptually given and hence indistinguishable 
from nonepenthetic vowels for speakers of Japanese, there would be no way they 
could be treated differently by the phonology for some purpose. However, they are 
treated differently in accent assignment, where we see clear evidence for the op
eration of a constraint of the HEADDEP variety (Alderete 1995, 1999) militating 
against accent falling on vowels without a correspondent in the source word (see 
Katayama 1995, 1998 and Kubozono 1996; their findings have been further con
firmed in Shinohara 2000 with loan experiments on the basis of French inputs; see 
also Kenstowicz 2003 for discussion). 
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Second, if loanword epenthesis were purely perceptual, it should be ines
capable as a repair for illicit codas in source words. Smith (2006, to appear) shows 
that this is by no means the case, adducing deletion/epenthesis doublets like [ri
surin] 'glycerine' next to epenthesizing [gurisurin], or [ausai] 'outside' next to 
[autosaido]. She goes on to distinguish between auditory and orthographic loans, 
arguing that it is precisely the deletion versions that constitute perceptual dele
tions and hence auditory loans, as opposed to the epenthesizing variants, which 
are orthography-based. Seen in this light, the attempt to anchor the epenthetic 
vowels of a word like kurisumasu in perception might have the story exactly 
backward. 

Auditory-orthographic doublets like those cited by Smith 2006 can easily be 
multiplied. Thus an online dictionary gives two kana transcriptions for the English 
loanword "good": [guu] and [guddo], with slightly different meanings; [guu] is 
used as an exclamation ("good!"), whereas [guddo] is found mostly in nativized 
compounds such as [guddo aide a] 'good idea'.s Other common loanword excla
mations tend to show deletions (all right ---+ [o:rai], don't mind ---+ [don mail 
'never mind', encouraging shouts in sports when a team member makes a mistake). 
For older loans, deletion seems in fact to be the norm. An NHK dialect survey notes 
a Taisho period (early twentieth century) loan for 'go ahead' [goo hee].6 One of the 
most interesting linguistic testimonies of the first systematic contacts between 
speakers of Japanese and Westerners are the so-called Yokohama kotoba/ the vo
cabulary used by nineteenth-century Yokohama merchants to communicate with 
their American and European trading partners. Examples appear in (21). 

(21) Yokohama kotoba (Kanagawa Prefecture Social Studies 
Research Council 1996) 

(ice) cream 

five 

eight 

Yokohama loan 

kurin 

fai 

Modern loan 

kuriimu 

faibu 

eito 

The Yokohama kotoba in the column on the left should be compared with the 
currently used variants of these loanwords listed on the right. Where we find unal 
epenthesis in the currently used loanword, the Yokohama version of 'cream' 
contains a final moraic nasal, and the codas for the numbers 'five' and 'eight' are 
simply deleted. 

Why this difference? The syllable structure restrictions have not changed, and 
neither the perception-only approach nor the grammar-only approach can give a 
plausible answer. It seems difficult to argue that the perception of nineteenth
century Japanese speakers was radically different from that of twentieth-century 
Japanese speakers, in such a way that at some point the latter started hearing 
epenthetic vowels. In terms of the indexed faithfulness grammar, the difference can 
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certainly be encoded in the relative ranking of MAx-segment (constraint against 
deletion) and DEP-segment (constraint against insertion), but such a change 
cannot be motivated in any other part of Japanese phonology. 

A more illuminating interpretation takes up the idea that at least two different 
strategies for loanword adaptation are available to speakers: (i) perception loan· 
adaptation, the main strategy of the Yokohama loans; and (ii) phonemic loan 
adaptation, which became the prevalent loanword strategy in Japanese and is based 
on a rationalization of English orthography, which diverges from both British and 
American pronunciation habits in several respects. 

The goals of the two types ofloanword adaptation are different. The Yokohama 
kotoba vocabulary is aimed at communicating with speakers of English and is 
therefore as close to the pronunciation of the source word as Japanese syllable 
structure would allow. But how do we measure closeness?· From a segmental 
perspective, it is not clear which is more faithful to the source word-the deleting 
version has too few consonants, the epenthesizing version too many vowels. But in 
fact, the Yokohama loans have a crucial point in their favor: They are more faithful 
to the English source in their prosodic (syllabic) makeup-the source words five 
and eight in (21) are monosyllabic, and so are the consonant deletion versions [fail 
and lei]. However, the phonemic (and orthographic) form of the source word is 
hard to recover from these items. This, then, is a type of Output-Output prosodic 
correspondence, which reflects the fact that the nineteenth-century Yokohama 
kotoba are auditory loans. 

The epenthesizing loanwords that populate the current Japanese language are 
mostly used to communicate with other speakers of Japanese, and they are strongly 
based on spelling, with well-defined strategies for placing the epenthetic vowels so 
that all source consonants are protected from deletion. There is no attempt to 
preserve the prosodic structure of the source words (epenthesis almost inevitably 
changes the number and shape of syllables). Instead, the phonemic (and ortho
graphic) form of the source word is largely recoverable (apart from segmental 
neutralizations such as 1, r>r). 

Overall, there can be no question that the perception-based account is on the 
right track in certain areas of loanword phonology such as the cases illustrated in 
(21). The epenthesis strategy seen in the overwhelming number of Japanese loans, 
however, seems to involve more than just perceptual adaptation. Other areas where 
perception plays a direct role are not difficult to find. Consider the facts in (22). 

(22) Palatalization ofvelars before original [rel 
!_[rel cf. !_n 

[!Jatto] 'cat' [kattol 'cut' 
[~amburul 'gamble' [gamul 'gum' 

The English front low vowel [re] triggers a significant degree of allophonic pala
talization of preceding velars, which is perceived by speakers of Japanese and 
preserved in the Japanese loanword. The motivation here is clearly not contrast
based: If the reason for the palatalization was to distinguish 'cat' and 'cut' (kyatto 
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VS. katta), then labials should also follow this pattern. But they do not, as shown in 
(23). Our interpretation here is that palatalization oflabials before [ee] is negligible, 
and hence no perceptual effect is expected in the loanwords. 

(23) No palatalization oflabials before original [eel 

I_[ee] I_n 
[batto], * [biatto] 'bat' [batto] 'but' 
[panda], *[pianda] 'panda' [pantfi] 'punch' 

4.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR 

THE GENERAL THEORY 

The stratified grammar developed and argued for in section 4.2 (repeated here in 
(24)) identifies the relevant voicing-related markedness constraints and interleaved 
indexed faithfulness constraints. 

(24) Stratified grammar (repeated from (16)) 
IDENT» OCP» IDENT» REALIZE» IDENT» No» IDENT » No 
-F (VOl) -SJ -M -CSJ -N(: -Y -VOIOBS 

In this (partial) grammar, IDENT-F is ranked highest, which ensures that F-items 
can surface with violations of the voicing-related markedness constraints, such as 
OCP(VOI) and No-NC;. The ranking in (24) does not exist in a vacuum, however, 
but is part of the overall grammar of Japanese. As is usual in OT, it is always 
possible for other aspects of the overall constraint system to lead to the selection of 
a different winner. 

Here we take up two cases where new generalizations have emerged that are at 
first glance problematic for (24)-namely, cases where OCP(VOI) and No-NC;: 
appear to be observed in F-items, even though the model with high-ranking 
IDENT-F predicts otherwise. We show that the overall model not only successfully 
deals with these cases, but actually already predicts that they should be possible. 

4.4.1 TETU I: Contextual Markedness 

As a theory of ranked and violable constraints, OT makes a clear prediction: IDENT-F, 
even though highest ranked so far, can still be trumped by an even higher-ranking 
markedness constraint, which would manifest itself in a kind of Emergence-of-the
Unmarked effect (TETU; see McCarthy and Prince 1995) in the foreign stratum. A 
case in point is the novel finding by Nishimura (200l) regarding the constraint 
against voiced geminates (a constraint never violated in Y and SJ items). Starting with 
the observation in Ito and Mester 1995a, 1999 that this constraint is also responsible 
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for the devoicing of geminates found in some assimilated F-items (such as bakku 
'bag' and betto 'bed'), Nishimura surveyed recent loanword patterns through Google 
searches and found that geminate devoicing is especially frequent in one specific type 
of loanwords: those containing a second voiced obstruent besides the geminate 
voiced obstruent. This is schematically illustrated by the contrast shown in (25). 

(25) hotto doggu 
hamu eggu 

hotto dokku 'hotdog'S 
*hamu ekku 'ham and eggs' 

This finding is surprising because OCP(VOI) should be inactive on such F-items, 
given the ranking IDENT-F » OCP(VOI). The tendency to devoice in the context of 
additional obstruent voicing is confirmed in (26), which replicates Nishimura's 
search at a later date. 

(26) Google hits on 7/23/05, 11:40 A.M. EST 

# of hits 0/0 

Voiced hotto doggu 129,000 68 

Devoiced hotto dokku 62,000 32 

# of hits % 

Voiced hamu eggu 27,100 99·9 

Devoiced hamu ekku 25 0.1 

To capture these facts, Nishimura (2001) proposes a contextual markedness con
straint against voiced obstruent geminates in co-occurrence with another voiced 
obstruent.9 This constraint, variably ranked with respect to IDENT-F, can force a 
violation of the latter and map 1 doggul to [dokku l, with a devoicing geminate (and 
without an OCP(VOI) violation). The result shows that even highly ranked indexed 
faithfulness can be trumped by a contextual version of a lower-ranking markedness 
constraint. 

4.4.2 TETU II: Allomorphy and Faithfulness 
Neutralization 

A second kind of TETU -effect occurs in situations where faithfulness, instead of 
being trumped by markedness, is neutralized in some other way. The result is that 
dominated markedness, otherwise muted, suddenly becomes decisive. 

A case in point is an interesting generalization first noted by Tateishi (2001, 

2003) concerning the ways in which the English plural -s suffix appears in loan
words. Japanese does not have a regular plural marker, and English words that 
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are usually pluralized are sometimes borrowed with the plural marker intact 
(doonattsu 'donuts', piinattsu 'peanuts'), a cross-linguistically common event 
(Campbell 1999:57-88), sometimes without (surippaa 'slippers', koon fureeku 
'cornflakes'); in still other cases, both pluralized and nonpluralized forms are 
found (27). As a result, loanword Japanese has come to possess a quasi-suffix 
expressing some kind of plurality. 

With plural suffix Without plural suffix 

[kyattsul 'Cats' (title of musical) 

lhandzu appu 1 'hands up' 

[kyatto fuudol 'cat food' 

[hando kuriimu 1 'hand cream' 

Loanwords with -su/zu, with the expected epenthesis, are found among the grow
ing F-items. Tateishi (2001, 2003) noted that the distribution of the two variants in 
the loanwords does not necessarily follow the distribution of the corresponding 
English elements-that is, voiced after voiced, and voiceless after voiceless. In par
ticular, the voiceless variant is sometimes found in unexpected environments: 

English source word 
men's [zl 
ladies' [zl 

Japanese loan word 
menzu rv *mensu 
rediisu rv rediizu 

The results of a Google search for co-occurrences of the different versions, in 
katakana syllabary, of "men's/ladies'" and "Dragons/Tigers" (names of baseball 
teams) appear in (29) and (30). 

(29) "men's, ladies'" Google search (7/23/2005, 2:18 P.M. EST) 
men-zu, redii-su 1,870,000 99.6701% 

men-zu, redii-zu 5,570 
men-su, redii-su 611 

men-su, redii-zu 8 

0.2969% 
0.0326% 

0.0004% 

(30) "Dragons, Tigers" Google search (7/23/2005, 2:35p.M. EST) 

doragon-zu, taigaa-su 48,600 97·6335% 
doragon-zu, taigaa-zu 807 1.6212% 

doragon-su, taigaa-su 361 0.7252% 
doragon-su, taigaa-zu 10 0.0201% 

Here [-zul occurs after nasal-final loanwords, and [-sul elsewhere-quite different 
from the allophonic rule in English. The generalization is not without exceptions 
but apparently solid enough to warrant a systematic explanation. Even though 
divergent from what is found in English, it might still reflect some phonetic 
property of the English models, similar to the way final vowel epenthesis in plosive
final English loans in Korean appears to correlate with the probability that the 
corresponding plosive is released in American English (see Kang 2003). In the 
present case, however, this mode of explanation seems less attractive: Weare not 
aware of relevant empirical studies, but the idea that the postnasal -[zl of Dragons 
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should be consistently more strongly voiced than the postvocalic -[z) of Tigers 
seems farfetched. 

Setting aside the possibility of explaining the distribution as learned through 
diligent observation of American English pronunciation habits, we turn to another 
attractive mode of explanation-the constraints of universal phonology, as ranked 
in the grammar of Japanese. The -su/zu pattern obviously conforms to the post
nasal voicing pattern familiar from the native stratum of Japanese (see (8)-(10) 
above). This suggests, and all recent analyses (Tateishi 2001, 2003; Fukazawa, Ki
tahara, and Ota 2002, and the one developed herelO) agree on this point, that what 
we are dealing with is an F-item on which No-N<:= is in some way active. But in 
what way? This is where our hypothesis departs from the other two, who see this as 
a case of restratification, arguing that the foreign quasi-suffix has either joined the 
Y-items (Tateishi 2003) or is subject to lower-ranking affixal IDENT (Fukazawa, 
Kitahara, and Ota 2002). Either way, the IDENT responsible for I-sui ranks below 
No-N<:=. These are certainly viable analyses, but there is some concern whether it is 
really correct to declare -su/zu a native suffix (in the face of speakers' intuitions 
declaring it to be distinctly "foreign"), and in general a proliferation of faithfulness 
constraints dealing with single elements should give us pause. 

Is there a simpler alternative? We claim that there is: In English, the -s plural 
morpheme is realized as voiced or voiceless, depending on the environment. The 
crucial voiced/voiceless distinctions in the phonological environment are lost 
in Japanese because of epenthesis: (Boston) Pop[s) ---+ poppusu, (Chicago) Cub[z) 
--+ kabusu. As a result, both allomorphs are borrowed as a lexically listed pair /-su, 
-zu/. But once this is the case, the ranking [IDENT-F» ... » No-N<:=» IDENT-Y» No-
VOIOBS), already firmly anchored in the grammar (see (24)), predicts the distri
bution that Tateishi discovered. Allomorph listing means that allomorph selection is 
purely phonologically conditioned. With faithfulness (i.e., IDENT-F) neutralized, as 
far as voicing is concerned, the subhierarchy [No-N<:= » IDENT-Y » NO-VOIOBS) 
means voiced after nasals (doragon-zu, (31)), otherwise voiceless (taigaa-su (32)). 

Idoragon~ I-zu, -sui IDENT-F No-NC; IDENT NO-VorOBS 

~ doragon zu (*d *g) *z 

doragon su *! (*d *g) 

Itaigaal, I-zu, -sui IDENT-F No-NC; IDENT NO-VorOBS 

taigaa zu (*g) *z! 

~ taigaa su (*g) 
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Exceptions are cases of straight borrowing of voiced [-zu], such as syuu-zu 
'shoes' .11 This avoids both construction-specific rules and unenlightening listing of 
allomorph environments and follows the OT analysis of allomorphy and lexical 
selection in many earlier studies, beginning with Mester 1994 for Latin (see Anttila 
1997; Burzio 1994, 1997; Kager 1996; Mascaro 1996a, 1996b; Perlmutter 1998; Russell 
1995; Tranel1996a, 1996b, 1998; among others). This leads to a TETU-effect for such 
listed pairs of allomorphs (Mascaro 1996b )-here, postnasal voicing in tandem 
with default voicelessness-in thoroughly foreign territory, where IDENT-F oth
erwise prevents any changes in voicing. Similar TETU -effects with affixal elements 
in Japanese arise with Sino-Japanese counters (Ito and Mester 2003:138-141) and 
verbal suffixes (Ito and Mester 2004). 

Overall, taking on phonological processes in their actual lexical complexity, 
including the patterning and lexical distribution of the various kinds of under
application and overapplication, is a fruitful enterprise. It leads to a deeper 
understanding of the way phonology, as a computational system of ranked con
straints, interacts with the lexicon. This interaction is mediated through indexed 
faithfulness constraints, which provides the phonology with the means to fold the 
nonuniformities of a historically grown stratified lexicon into a single coherent 
synchronic system. The architecture of OT allows us to understand why peripheral 
items like loanwords can be both more marked than native words in some respects 
and less marked in others (TETU-effects). Far from being a problem for the theory, 
these are in fact points in its favor in that new generalizations are found that would 
otherwise not have been discovered. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER 4 

1. Here and throughout, unless otherwise noted, we use the broad transcription for 
Japanese proposed and explicated in detail in Ito Mester 2003 (pp. 6-11). 

2. SJ-morphemes in fact observe an even stronger requirement: C2 cannot be a voiced 
obstruent. 

3. But see Kawahara, Nishimura, and Ono 2003 for arguments that faithfulness con
straints for Sino-Japanese are ranked lower than those for Yamato. 

4. A Kanazawa dialect form, according to the NHK series Furusato Nihon-no kotoba 
(2000-2001). http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/rvQM4H-IIM/ktb_frmd.htm/. 

5. http://www.excite.co.jp/dictionary/japanese/. 
6. http://www.asahi-net.or.jp/rvQM4H-IIM/ktbjr_a.htm. 
7. http://www.search-japan.com/honmoku/rekisi/rekisi1.html#rekisL7. 
8. A familiar example is burudokku tonkatu soosu@J 'Bulldog tonkatsu sauce'. 
9. See also Kawahara 2005 for an interesting faithfulness-based restatement of Nish

imura's original observation. 
10. First presented in class lectures at the 2005 LSA Linguistic Institute at MIT IHar

vard University (July-August 2005). 
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11. There appear to be other moderately productive criteria. For example, postvocalic 
[zu] is more likely if there is no other voiced obstruent in the word-for example, wookaa
zu 'Walkers', (a 2007 NHK TV drama about the Shikoku 88-temple pilgrimage) versus 
taigaa-su 'Tigers' (a baseball team) with a word-internal voiced [g] triggering an OCP-like 
effect. 
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